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By Yves Bonnefoy

University Of Chicago Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 252 pages. Dimensions:
8.3in. x 5.8in. x 0.6in.Yves Bonnefoy, celebrated translator and critic, is widely considered the most
important and influential French poet since World War II. Named to the College de France in 1981 to
fill the chair left vacant by the death of Roland Barthes, Bonnefoy was the first poet honored in this
way since Paul Valery. Winner of many awards, including the Prix Goncourt in 1987 and the Hudson
Reviews Bennett Award in 1988, he is the author of six critically acclaimed books of poetry.
Spanning four decades and drawing on all of Bonnefoys major collections, this selection provides a
comprehensive overview of and an ideal introduction to his work. The elegant translations, many of
them new, are presented in this dual-language edition alongside the original French. Several
significant works appear here in English for the first time, among them, in its entirety, Bonnefoys
1991 book of verse, The Beginning and the End of the Snow, the 1988 prose poem Where the Arrow
Falls, and an important long poem from 1993, Wind and Smoke. Together with poems from such
classic volumes as In the Lure of the Threshold,...
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This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading through but really exciting to read through. it was actually writtern really properly and
beneficial. I am just very easily could get a delight of reading through a created publication.
-- Gino Jer de Jr .-- Gino Jer de Jr .

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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